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How tech disruption is

enhancing the ro[e of the
management accountant

CIMA OCTOBER zorT THE TECH DiSRUPTION ISSUE



P.eo SPECiAL REPORT

The flve principles for
effective report visua I isation

and improving as technology continues to
develop at a rapid pace. The following five key
principles should always be considered:

1 Ensure data is optimised for
I report visualisation

Once you have identifred the right measures that are
to be reported, you will need to identify the
relevant data sources, which might be more than
one for each report.

It is at this point that you should consider whether
it is appropriate to create a data storage layer.

Aside from providing a robust data extraction
process and a single repository of data from
multiple sources, this can provide a key role in
optimising the data for report visualisation, clean
the data, and provide a common defrnition to
measures. Consider creating a dimensional
structure that stores your data against reporting
hierarchies.

O apply the relevant
Z visualisation tool

The principal factor in choosing the relevant
technique will undoubtedly be driven by what the
customer for the report feels comfortable with.

2 Apply appropriate
rrJ report layout

As visualisation skills become more and more
important for the management accountant, he or
she must think of designing a report from the
perspective of the graphic designer too. Consider
the following: layout, message positioning,
colours, and scaling.

Optimise the
reader experience

Engaging with the report user is key to ensuring
the message is transmitted effectively from the
paper or screen. When reporting on papet think
about the size and weight of the pack and
consider dividers to help readers switch between
sections. For online reporting consider:

. Personalisedreporting

. lntuitive navigation

. Touch and interactive experience

. Customisationcapability

f, Optimise visualisation to the
r-J appropriate delivery channel

Reports can be delivered via many different
channels, such as desktops, laptops, tablets,
mobile devices, or paper. lt is clearthat a mobile
phone is considerably smaller than an 44 sheet of
paper, and it is therefore logical that in order to
produce a powerful report, the design will need to
change. The previous visualisation principles
become even more important when thinking of
various delivery channels. Technology is just the
enabler to appropriately satisfy these.
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Report.visualisqtion will remain a core skill
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CGMA Essentia
new worlC of knowledge

ur fr ngertips
The greatest flnance leaders keep ahead through the most relevant professional

guidance, leadership skills and career development tools. Join the best with
CGMA Essentials - an annual subscription to thought-provoking insights from
over 75 on-demand conferences and webcasts that provides:

. Relevant, timely industry trends and technical updates from the profession's

leading experts

. Critical career development resources

.24/7 acc6'ss to watch, rewind and replay videos as often as you'd like

. New conference sessions and webcasts added monthly

Available for less than f-l per day for CIMA members and students, take

advantage of this all-access pass to advance your career and subscribe

today at www.cimaglobal.com/CGMAEssentials


